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If you follow my blog, you already know that I’m a huge fan of the brand Nudestix. Easy to use, 

cruelty-free line that makes the your no makeup look seriously on point.  I always have a handful of 

their lip, eye and brow products in my makeup bags and have been using them almost daily for the past 

couple of years. 

 
I was invited to share a few colors from their Magnetic Eye Color product line that comes in 10 matte 

and 9 luminous colors. These all-in-one pencils are long-lasting, budge proof and quick drying. I’m 

definitely someone who doesn’t have time to touch up makeup through out the day so long lasting is 

very important to me. 

https://www.nudestix.com/
http://www.sephora.com/magnetic-eye-color-P388953?skuId=1864115&icid2=nudestix_magneticeyecolor_carousel%3Ap388953


 
What’s great about these pencils is that you don’t need to use a separate primer because it’s already 

included in the formula. It Each pencil comes with it’s own cute little travel tin that has a mirror and 

included sharpener so you never left with a stubby pencil. Depending on the color you choose they can 

be used as liners, full eyelid color, or highlighters! 

 

 

The colors I received are Terra (Matte Nude Brown), Queen Olive (Luminous Gold Green), 

and Taupe (Matte Brown Grey). Each color glides on like butter. Seriously, one of the most smooth 

applications of eye makeup ever. And depending on how bold you want the color you can leave it or 

smudge it. I tend to lean for more natural, less bold looks so everything gets smudged. Just make sure 

you don’t wait too long to smudge because it locks in place pretty quickly! 



 

I paired these looks with Nudestix Eyebrow Stylus Pencil and their Gel Color Lip + Cheek 
Balm (Rebel)- one of the most comfortable lip products I keep in my makeup bag. 

 

 

There are so many gorgeous colors in this line that I have my eye on. Particularly the Twilight which 

looks like a grey gold to me, and Putty and Moon, two light matte colors that work for easy daytime 

looks for me. Each pencil retails for $24 and can be found at Sephora, Urban Outfitters and Blue 

Mercury. 
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